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helping to deliver 
unforgettable 
experiences
to cruise travelers

world’s largest cruise ship symphony of the seas
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seductive bathrooms
with atmosphere
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luxury cruise ship bathrooms cruising around 
the world’s oceans requires a combination of 
outstanding engineering and interior design that 
is sophisticated, yet relaxed and comfortable.
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Cruise ship operators are constantly seeking 
creative & innovative design solutions to provide 
interior design support for their fleet. The 
implementation of contemporary bathroom 
design concepts to keep the fleet current with 
market trends can be daunting.

Choosing Eumar, a company with 
experience and skill, transforms that 
process from one that is daunting to 
one that our clients enjoy.
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maximizing the ROI

Through innovative and bespoke solutions for five-star bathrooms 
which stand out and increase guest satisfaction and conversion rate 
of the property, we are helping cruise ship asset owners and operators 
optimize their profitability and increase ROI of fleet portfolios.

We pride ourselves on facilitating the largest cruise ship companies 
worldwide, supporting their operations through enhancing a 
comfort and design in their customer bathrooms
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adding stars to cruise ship bathrooms
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world’s largest cruise ship symphony of the seas
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Our invented exclusive formula for a GelCermaic 
Lightweight® composite stone material allows us 
to reduce product weight by up to 50%. Within 
10-15 years of cruise ship operation it significantly 
impacts cost savings and a reduced environmental 
impact, and therefore ensures obtaining the 
highest ROI for cruise ship owners.

eumar bring unique lightweight 
composite stone products to marine 
and offshore industry bathrooms.

world’s largest cruise ship symphony of the seas
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extensive expirience

We have almost 30 years of experience in cruise ship new-build 
and refit projects that fulfil stringent demands for quality, cost-
effectiveness and delivery reliability.

Over the years, we have delivered tens of thousands of Crew, Pax 
and Public area bathrooms across at least 80 different cruise ships 
worldwide. Manufactured in Tallinn, Estonia and then delivered to 
shipbuilding construction and refurbishment sites all over Europe, 
Asia and America.
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We supply lightweight composite stone 
washbasins, vanity furniture, LED mirrors 
and shower enclosures, while utilizing a fully-
integrated design approach that minimizes 
risk and maximizes value.
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lightweight composite
stone washbasins

LED mirrors

shower
enclosures

vanity furniture
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integral design to
guarantee best aesthetical
and ergonomical performance
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Eumar prides itself in its in-depth understanding of cruise ship 
bathroom requirements and industry regulations. This enables 
us to provide the correct sanitary ware products, ensuring clients 
benefit from product innovation, design, comfort, functionality and 
sustainability – the global issues and trends that Eumar responds to 
throughout every project.

Involving us in the early stages of a project empowers us to support 
our customers. We always are ready to come up with valuable ideas 
and recommendations that increase product functionality, improve 
customer experience, add modern design flair and reduce cleaning 
and maintenance costs.
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We have extensive experience in cruise ship bathroom fit-outs, and 
we love to add functional style to our customers’ bathrooms! We not 
only produce and supply a high-end product, but help our customers 
add value. Our knowledge and experience is applied from the design 
states onwards, which allows a seamless and high-quality project 
outcome.
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Eumar’s innovative approach to product design 
is implemented across our entire range. This sets 
our products apart from every other product 
available on the market.
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Our mission is to assist in creating the 
most beautiful and functional bathroom 
environments of the highest quality and for the 
best value.
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Our core DNA stands for speed of new product 
development, perfection in engineering and our 
encompassing passion for innovation in product 
functionality and design.
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Our made-to-measure technology allows us to 
consider every space individually, and yet new 
shapes can be developed in mere weeks.
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we believe cruising is about entertainment, 
discovery and creating memories of a dream 
vocation. we help cruise companies around the 
world arrange unforgettable cruise passenger 
experiences in their cabin bathrooms.

arkadi berman
managing director of eumar design
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enhance your
guest’s experience


